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Road construction is Directing the review and analysis of division operations and 
monitors system performance to identify and solve problems while ensuring 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, Managing and evaluating division operations to 
ensure the departments goals and objectives are achieved, Directing the 
investigation and resolution of customer complaints.

EXPERIENCE

Road construction
ABC Corporation - JULY 2001 – NOVEMBER 2004

 Used In this job i learned patience and perseverance, because no two 
job sites would be the same and you have to constantly adapt to your
work environment.

 Worked around heavy equipment.
 Followed best practices to build and maintain trails from the Mountain

Village to the summit of Lone Mountain.
 Used considerable judgement to adapt methods to meet new 

requirements.
 Completed jobs accurately with little direction and work 

independently.
 Enforced codes and regulations firmly, tactfully, and impartially.
 Typed from copy, rough draft or general instructions, forms, 

accounting and financial statements, court records, letters, payrolls, 
receipts, case histories, vouchers, departmental reports, permits or 
other materials, frequently requiring independent action and 
discretion on problems encountered.

Road construction 
Delta Corporation - 1999 – 2001

 Get the broom ready and the cutter, then grab a shovel and get to 
work, sometimes a flagger for traffic to come thur, and run the broom
and backhoe.

 And learned a new skill Wrote down the feet we got done at the end 
of the day, and wrote the times everyone got there and left.

 Tecno America Santiago, DR Administer Analyses of the Ground 
Engaged in physical Labor Collaborated with Team Member.

 Road work labor, shoveling, 10 12 hour shifts, 10k forklift/laul, cat 
cs44 compactor, pinning barrier walls, set up/repair silt fenceing.

 All weather conditions.
 Build roads, inspect the road, operate equipment.
 Preventative maintenance on construction equipment and vehicles 

that i used ranging from, forklifts and skid loaders all the way up to 
bulldozers and excavators.
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EDUCATION

 High School Diploma

SKILLS

Training, Operating, Case Histories.
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